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ABSTRACT 

Photoluminescence upconversion (PLU) is a phenomenon in which a 

sample emits photons with energy higher than that of the excitation 

photon. This effect has been observed in many materials including rare 

earth ions doped in insulating hosts and semiconductor heterostructures 

without using high power lasers as the excitation source. Recently this 
effect has been observed also in partially CuPt-ordered GaI& epilayers 

grown on GaAs substrates. As a spectroscopic technique 

photoluminescence upconversion is particularly well suited for studying 
band alignment at heterojunction interface. The value of band-ofkt has 

been determined with meV precision using magneto-photoluminese. 

Using the fact that the pressure coefficient of electrons in GaAs is higher 

than those in GaInPz we have been able to "manipulate" the band-offset at 

the GW/GaAs interface. By converting the band-offset fkom Type I to 
Type I1 we were able to demonstrated that the efficiency of the 

upconversion process is greatly enhanced by a Type II band-offset. 



Thin &ns of random or disordered alloys of Ga,Int,P (where x-O.5) grown on 
GaAs (to be abbreviated as GaInP) are important materials for visible lasers 

[Hashimoto91]. They also have potential applications in heterojunction bipolar transistors 

[Liu92]. For the latter applications it is important to know the band alignment and offset 

between GaInP and GaAs whose band gap is smaller than GaInP. Using high pressure 

photoluminescence (PL) measurements the disordered GalnP/GaAs interface was found 

to be type I with the conduction band o&t - 0.1 eV [Chen91]. GaInP grown on GaAs 

by techniques such as MBE or MOCVD tends to self-organize into a monolayer 

superlattice along two of the equivalent [I 111 crystallographic axes [Gomyo87]. This 

ordering is known as CuPt ordering. The band gap in the ordered samples is reduced by 

as much as 0.1 eV when compared with the disordered alloy &ondow88]. It was 

generally assumed that the band alignment remains type I (for a definition of type I and I1 

band alignments see, for example, [Yu99]). Although Liu et ul. [Liu95] have proposed 

that the band alignment between the partially ordered GaInP and the GaAs substrate is 

type 11, this band assignment was not generally accepted. 

Driessen [Driessen951 and Su et ul. [Su 961 independently reported that partially 
ordered GaInP/GaAs samples exhibited photoluminescence upconversion with unusually 
high efficiency. Driessen [Driessen951 assumed that the band offset between GaAs and 

GaInP was of type I and suggested that the upconversion process involve the excitation of 

both electrons and holes via Auger processes occurring near the interface. However, 
given the low excitation power ofthe experiment, Su et ul. [Su96] concluded that, the 

probability for exciting both the electron and hole via Auger processes would be too 

small to explain the observed upconversion efficiency. They suggested instead that 

electrons probably transfmed spontaneously kom GaInF’ to GaAs as a result of a type I1 

band alignment. This idea was not generally accepted also since the band alignment at the 

GaInP/GaAs junction was believed to be type I. 
It is not easy to determine the value of the band offset especially ifthe magnitude 

of the band offset is very small as assumed by Su et ul.. Experimental techniques for 

measuring band offsets like photoemission has relatively poor energy resolutions with 
typical uncertainties larger than 20 meV [Wddrop96; Almeida 991. Other technique such 
as ballistic-electron-emission-microscopy [O’shea96,O’shea97] cannot probe an interface 



-- 

too far below the surface and hence is susceptible to surface effects. One technique which 

is well suited to measurhg a small type I1 band offset is photoluminescence (F'L) at low 

temperature. In case of a small type I1 band offset it is often possible to observe 

recombination of both spatially direct and indirect transitions occurring in the vicinity of 

the interface. For example, if a small amount of electrons is present in both GaAs and 
GaInP at non-zero temperatures at the GaInP/GaAs interface then both spatially direct 

and indirect transition arising from their recombination with holes in GaAs can be 

observed. Since both transitions involve the same holes in GaAs, their energy dyerence 

is a precise measurement of the conduction band offset. The identification of these 

transitions can be facilitated by applying magnetic field to the sample and measuring the 

effective masses of the carriers via their cyclotron fkqencies. The magnetic field can be 

complemented by the application of hydrostatic pressure, which can mod@ the band 

offset. In this article we shall summarize the various photoluminescence experiments 
carried out under high magnetic field and/or high pressure to determine the conduction 

band offset in partially ordered GaInP/GaAs. We note that many of these results have 

been reported separately in a number of publications. The relevant publications will be 

cited at the appropriate places in this article. 
The GaInP samples studied in this article were all grown on GaAs 

substrates by low-pressure metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (LP-MOVPE) and lattice- 

matched to GaAs with an accuracy of Ada < 10" measured by Double Crystal X-ray 

Dilhctometry. These samples can be divided into two series for convenience according 

to their different growth conditions, structures and types of substrate. The lirst series of 

partially ordered GaInP samples have been labeled as SI to S4 pchida 94l.They have 

been grown with a mass-production type vertical LP-MOVPE reactor in Shin-Etsu 

Handoutai Co., Japan. The growth temperature was 700 "C with a (group V)/(group 111) 

element ratio and growth rate of 100 and 3 )rm/hour, respectively. The sample structures 

are all the same: GaInP (1 pm) /GaAs buffer layer (0.1 p) /GaAs substrate. However, 

the degree of ordering in the GaInP layers was controlled by cutting the GaAs substrates 
in such a way that the (100) surface has different degrees of mis-orientation towards the 

[Oll] direction. The degrees of mis-orientation are 0" ,5"  , 10" and 15" for S1, S2, 

S3 and S4, respectively. S1 is most ordered and shows the lowest PL peak energy of 



T 

1.86 eV at room temperature, while S4 is the least ordered and shows the highest PL peak 

energy of 1.92 eV. The T series consisting of three samples were grown for the study of 

the PL upconversion by LP-MOVE in Nippon Sans0 Co. Japan, with a single wafer 

handling type vertical reactor [Su96; Zeman971. These samples were fabricated on 1 mm 
thick (1 00) GaAs substrates with no mis-orientations. DiKerent growth temperatures 

were employed to control the degree of ordering, and these samples have been labeled as 

T650, T700 and T750 according to their growth temperatures which varies &om 650 'C 

to 750 "C. The thickness of the GaInP layers m these samples is also 1 pm and they were 

grown with a VlIII ratio of 200 for the GaInP layer and a ratio of 50 for the GaAs bdfer 
layer. The degree of ordering is found to be w e s t  in T700 while lowest in T750 as 

indicated by the energy of their low temperature emission peaks (see Table 1) .  Finally, 

the expected iiee carrier concentrations for the GaAs and G W  layers in all our samples 

are of the order of cmF3 for holes and I O L 6  cm-3 for electrons, respectively, based on 

considerations of the experimental V/III ratios during growth. 

Table 1. The low temperature PL emission peak energies and hand o&ts of the three 

series of partially ordered-GahP samples studied in this article. 

7 7  at 
-E (&AS)- z&&P) at 1 bar 

(meV) 
&yk Sample 

s1 2.4 No s2 ;:E No 
s 3  1.983 No 
s4 1.989 No 
T650 1.895 -1.3 Yes 
T700 1.888 -3 Yes 
T750 1.928 -3 Yes 

Most of our experiments involve excitations of emission fiom samples Via laser 

excitation. The excitation lasers are either visible lasers such as Ar' or Kr+ ion laser or a 

tunable near-IR Tksapphire laser.The samples are maintained at low temperature inside a 

cryostat. The photoluminescence iiom the sample is analyzed by a Spex double 

monochromator and detected by photon-counting technique. To vary the pressure on the 

samples, the sample is lapped to dimension of <1 mm and loaded into a diamond a n d  
cell (DAC). This cell has been designed to allow it to he removed h m  the hydraulic 

press used to apply the pressure. The pressure is maintained inside the cell via a lock- 



ring. The sample is placed inside a hole dried into a metal gasket and surrounded by a 
pressure media which is liquid nitrogen. The pressure applied to the sample is measured 

by the standard ruby fluorescence technique. The high magnetic field measurements were 

performed with the high static magnetic fields (up to 23T) produced by modilied Bitter- 
type magnets at the Grenoble High h4agnetic Field Laboratory (GHMFL). For 

experiments under both high pressure and hgh magnetic field, there are additional severe 

restrictions on the size of the DAC imposed by the diameter of the bore of the high 6eld 

magnet. In these experiments we used a small DAC made ffom copper beryllium whose 

design has been described in details already in [&man961 (see Fig. l(a)). The cell was 

fixed at the bottom of a long insert 6lled with helium exchange gas. The entire assembly 

was immersed into a helium bath cryostat placed into the bore of the magnet. Radiation 

for excting the sample and the signal collected ffom the sample were all transmitted into 

or out of the cryostat via optical fibers. In order to minimke the background signal 

generated in the optical fibers by the excitation laser, we designed a special optical 
splicing system consisting of a beam-splitter and three optical fibers shown schematically 

in Fig. 1 (b).Other details of the optical system have been descnid elsewhere and will 

not be repeated here[YuOO]. 
As mention in the introduction the idea that the band alignment at the partially 

ordered-GaInP/GaAs may be type I1 and is responsible for the high PL upconversion 

efficiency in this system was proposed by Su et al. [Su96]. This was not generally 

accepted although subsequent theoretical calculation of Froyen et al. [Froyen96 J suggests 

that the band offset can be type I1 in more ordered GaInF' and GaAs interface. As seen 
ffom Table 1 there is no strong correlation between upconversion and the degree of order 

in GaInP as indicated by the band gap reduction. For example, all three T-series samples 

show upconversion but not sample S 1, although the PL peak energy of S 1 is smaller than 
that of sample T750 (see Table 1). To determine whether there is any correlation between 

the band alignment and upconversion in the T series we have studied their magneto- 

photoluminescence or magneto-PL in short. When excited by laser with photon energy 
above the band gap of GaAs but below the band gap of the GaInF' layer, the PL spectra of 

all three samples in the T-series exhibit a broad structure located around 1.49 eV in 

addition to exciton peak near the band gap of the GaInP layer as a result of upconversion 



The intensity of the up-converted PL (to be abbreviated UPL) is strongest in T700 so we 

shall concentrate on this sample 6rst. Figure 2 shows both the "normal" (above-gap 

excited) PL and upconverted PL spectra in sample T700. 

The structure around 1.49 eV is attributed to the GaAs substrate based on its 
energy. It may be due to either a spatially indirect transition which would imply that the 
band ofiet is type 11 or deep levels lying within the gap of GaAs. These two possibilities 

can be distinguished by the effect of high magnetic field on its peak energy. 

It is well established that under a magnetic field B, the energy of a charged ffee 

carrier of mass rn' , g-factor g* and spin S undergoes a shift AE, (see, for example, 

Chapter 9 of [Yu99]): 

a, = hw,(n + 1 / 2) + g'p,s . B  

where 

po =he/(2m0c) 

is the Bohr magneton and 

w, = eB /(m'c) 

is the cyclotron ffequency and n is an integer 2 0. In Eqs. (1) to (3) A is the Planck's 

constant, e is the electronic charge, rn, is the mass of electron in ffee space and c is the 

speed of light (CGS units are used in this article). On the right hand side of Eq. (I), the 
first term gives rise to the Landau quantization of the cyclotron orbits (and is known as 

the Landau dmmagnetic contribution) while the second term represents the Zeeman 

splitting AEz . For electrons in the lowest conduction band of GaAs, g'= -0.44, 

rn' = 0.067 m, and S = % results in a ratio of k&A& equal to - 16. Thus for the purpose 

of this article we expect the Landau term to be dominant. We note that the Landau 

conhibution is linear in B with a slope which depends on the reciprocal of the mass of 

the carrier and therefore can be used, in principle, to identify the origin of carriers 
involved in optical transitions. 

The magnetic dependent results are shown in Fig. 3(a). Under high magnetic field 
the emission structure around 1.49 eV ffom GaAs become resolved clearly into two peaks 

and both exhibit a linear shift with B but with different slopes. From these slopes 



effective masses of 0.07 mo and 0.084 mo [Zeman97] have been obtained for the high and 
low energy peaks, respectively. The mass of 0.07 mo is consistent with the electron mass 
in GaAs and suggests that the higher energy transition involves recombination of fiee 

electrons m GaAs with holes presumably bound to carbon acceptors in GaAs. Similarly 

the mass of the lower energy peak suggests that it involvesfree electrons in GaZnP and 

bound holes in GaAs and is, therefore, a spatially indirect transition. Thus the crucial 

result we obtained was that the spatially indirect transition had lower energy than the 

spatially direct transition suggesting that the band alignment in the sample T700 is type 

ZZ. From the separation of these PL peaks extrapolated back to zero field a conduction 

band offset dE,=E, (GaInP) - E ,  (GaAs) = -3 meV was obtained. Such a small band 

offset would have been ditficult to determine using another technique. Similar spatially 

indirect transitions were identilied in the other two samples T650 and T750 by magneto- 

photoluminescencence. However, the band offsets were found to be also in the -2 to -3 

meV range as can be seen in Table 1.  Thus no signiscant dfierence was found between 
the band offsets among samples in the T-series, in spite of the fact that their PL peak 

energies are quite different. 

For comparison we show also in Fig. 3 (b) the magnetic field dependence of the 

peaks in the UPL spectra fkom GaInP in sample T700. Both peaks in this figure shift 

linearly with B up to 20T indicating that they correspond to recombination of either fiee 

carriers only or of fiee carriers with localized particles. The slopes of the magnetic field 

dependence suggest that the higher energy peak involves the recombination offree holes 

in GaInP (with the effective mass = 0.24 mo) but localized electrons while the lower 

energy peak corresponds to the recombination offree electrons in GaInP (effective mass 

= 0.084 rno) with localized holes [zeman97]. The nature of the traps responsible for 
localizing carriers in GaIriP is not known However, it is well established that defects 

associated with stacking faults or anti-phase domain boundaries are very abundant near 
the GaInP/GaAs interface. It is quite plausible that the abundance of such trapping 

centers near this interface is partially responsible for the strong upconversion efficiency 

in this system 

We have pointed out earlier that PL peak emission energy in the sample S1 is 

higher than T700 but it does not exhibit any detectable UPL. The lack of UPL suggests 



that S1 may have a type I GaAs/GaInP interface. Furthermore, since the S1 GaInP PL 
peak energy is not too far from that of T750 the magnitude of its band offset is probably 

small also. Experimentally it has been determined that the pressure coefficients of the 

direct band gap at r (dEddP) in GaAs, disordered-GaInP and partially ordered-GaInP as 

reported by various groups are: 105,82 and 65 meV/GPa, respectively [Yu78; Pate189; 

Chen91; Uchida94; Zeman991. Since the pressure coefficient in GaAs is much larger than 

in partially ordered-GaInP, it may be possible to use hydrostatic pressure to convert the 
band alignment in sample S 1 from type I to type II! 

The PL spectra of the GaAs substrate in S1 at atmospheric pressure and zero 
magnetic field (B=O) are shown in Fig. 4. 

One notices immediately that under relatively low spectral resolution this 

spectrum resembles the one fiom T700 (see Fig. 2) in that there is a structure around 1.49 

eV. The only difference is that the sharper peak at higher energy near the band gap of 

GaAs is relatively stronger in S1 than in T700. The magnetic field dependence of both 

peaks at B < 7 T does not exhibit any unusual behavior. The field dependence of the 
lower energy peak is similar to the well known donor-acceptor transition in GaAs 

[Zemon86]. The field dependence of the higher energy peak indicates that free electrons 
and holes in GaAs are involved. Unlike the case of T700 no field induced splitting was 

observed in the 1.49 eV structure and therefore no peak attributable to spatially indirect 

transition can be identified. These results suggest that the GaAdGaInP interface in 

sample S1 is indeed type I at atmospheric pressure. Under a pressure of >1.2 GPa we iind 

that UPL starts to appear suggesting that pressure has indeed converted the band 
alignment in S1 from type I to 11. In addition to inducing UPL, pressure causes an 
additional peak to appear in between the donor-acceptor recombination peak and free 

electron-free hole structures in GaAs. 

Next we use the high pressure optical system shown in Fig. 1 to study the 

magnetic field dependence of the PL spectra from both GaAs and GaInP under high 

pressure. The low field (B < 7T) dependence of the 1.49 eV peak suggests that it involves 

a free electron in GaInP with effective mass = 0.086 m,. This indicates that the new peak 

is a spatially indirect transition involving free electrons in GaInF’ and bound holes in 
GaAs similar to the peak observed in T700 at atmospheric pressure. The dependence of 



the intensity and peak position of this new peak at high field turns out to be quite unusual 

and will be discussed in more details in the next paragraph. At this point it sufEces to 

note that the conduction band offset &,=E, (GaInP) - E ,  (GaAs) in the sample S1 is 

found to be pressure dependent and it variesfiom -4 meV at I .  4 GPa to -I I me V at 

2.6 GPa. From these results in sample S1 we determined the pressure dependence of the 

band offset Id(AEc)/dPI at the GaAdGaInP heterojunction to be 4.6 f 0.6 meV/GPa. 

Using these results we deduce that the band alignment in S1 at ambient pressure is indeed 

type I with a,= 2.4 meV. Thus the high pressure magneto-PL results demonstrate 

conclusively that the interface between GaAs and partially ordered-GdnP in sample S1 
can be converted fiom type I to type I1 with pressure. It is interesting to note that such a 

small type I band offset is already sufficient to suppress W L  in S1 at atmospheric 

pressure. Furthermore, efficient W L  becomes observable once the band alignment 

becomes type 11. Our combined experiments in the T-series and S1 samples show that, at 
least in the GaAdGdnF' system, a type I1 band alignment is an important condition for 

efficient UPL and hence the mechanism responsible for the UPL process observed in this 

system is most likely the two-step two- photon absorption mechanism proposed by Su et 

al. [Su96]. 

In conclusion, we have utilized high magnetic field to measure the band o&t and 

alignment between partially-ordered GaInP and its substrate GaAs. By combining high 

pressure with high magnetic field measurements we have demonstrated that a Type I1 

band alignment can enhance the efficiency of photoluminescence upconversion. 
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FIGURES & CAPTIONS 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the diamond a n d  high pressure cell (a) and optical 
system for performing measurements under high pressure and high magnetic fields (b). 
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Figure 2. Photoluminescence of sample T700 for two different excitation laser energies 
showing both the normal and upconverted (labeled, respectively, as PL and UPL) !?om 
GaInP. 
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Figure 3. PL peak energies versus magnetic field B in the T700 sample for a) the two 

peaks around 1.49 eV and b) the two structures observed in the UPL spectrum of GaInP. 

The values of the effective masses (mg) deduced fiom their slopes are indicated. 
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Figure 4. PL (continuous curves) and UPL (broken curves) spectra of the sample S1 

measured at 1 bar and at 1.2 GPa. 


